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Lesson Plan/Speech & Outline Research Zero Hunger  

The United Nations Development Program states the number of undernourished 

people has dropped rapidly due to economic growth and increased agricultural 

productivity. However extreme hunger still persist and malnutrition remain a huge 

barrier to developing countries.  The U.S. Department of Agriculture (USDA) defines 

food insecurity as a lack of consistent access to enough food for an active, healthy life. In 

2018, an estimated 1 in 9 Americans were food insecure, equating to over 37 million 

Americans, including more than 11 million children. On a global scale, 821 million people 

go hungry each day. Miami Dade College has decided to join in the fight to help reduce 

this epidemic.  My MW SPC 1017- Project based class this semester focusing on this issue 

Practitioners seeking to incorporate a deeper meaning to student learning must consider 

incorporating sustainable learning projects.  As educators we must prepare students for 

the real world and what better way to achieve this than through sustainable initiatives.  

Crosby (2013) states the following about student learning: 

■Producing critical thinkers, innovators and problem-solvers 

■Connecting classroom lessons to real-world problems 

■Encouraging inquiry and collaborative learning 

■ College and career readiness 

■Fostering cross-sector partnerships that provide informal learning opportunities 

 

The following information will be provided to each student 

before executing the project:       
▪The United Nations and Miami Dade College Earth Ethics Institute’s Zero Hunger 

Challenge 

▪The major issues surrounding hunger 

▪Discuss how local community programs are essential 

▪Explain how Zero Hunger initiative impact our environment and how sustainable   

  solutions affects us all 

▪Explain how they can take part in this initiative through service learning 

▪Attend symposium to increase their knowledge about this global issue 

▪Service Learning contract and sustainable partners like Feeding South Florida 

 

https://www.ers.usda.gov/topics/food-nutrition-assistance/food-security-in-the-us/definitions-of-food-security.aspx
https://www.ers.usda.gov/topics/food-nutrition-assistance/food-security-in-the-us/definitions-of-food-security.aspx
https://www.ers.usda.gov/webdocs/publications/94849/err-270.pdf?v=963.1


This assignment has seven goals:                                                                                          
▪Students will become active learners and bring awareness to hunger in our society 

▪The students will be able to correctly identify areas of food scarcity 

▪Students will learn how they can play a part in address and contributing to the Zero   

Hunger and food epidemic scarcity  

▪Students will learn about the challenge of the Zero Hunger initiative  

The challenge of Zero Hunger means: 
□100% access to adequate food all year round 

□Zero stunted children less than 2 years old 

□All food systems are sustainable 

□100% increase in smallholder productivity and income 

□Zero loss or waste of food 
 

▪Students will develop leadership skills and learn how they can play a role in 

▪The students will employ a group decision-making technique such as brainstorming  

▪The students will attend a Zero Hunger symposium on November 20th 2019 and  

  incorporate some as aspects of their finding in in there research/presentations and  

  share their research experience 

 

For this service learning/ presentation the following will be 

addressed. 

1. Students had to sign up for service learning hours 

2. Students will be tasked with researching the organization in groups of 5’s 

3. Students will create a simple survey/ and contact locals for informal 

interviews 

4. Students come up with a simple sustainable “on-campus” project 

5. Students will become “environmental journalist/reporters” presenting a 

20/30 minute persuasive presentation                                                                                                                                                   

6. Students write a group essay addressing questions about sustainability                                        

7. Students will created a simple podcast infomercial/PowerPoint/ sharing their 

individual experience                                    

8. Student’s share their research 

The Persuasive Group Presentation is a two month 

project.  

■There are six groups that will collaborate and participate in beach cleanup, research, 

analyze, and share their experiences. Each group will choose one group aspect to avoid 

excessive duplication of information. 



1. One group- Food Desert 

2. Second group-Gardening for Society 

3. Third group- Feeding the Elderly 

4. Fourth group- Foodborne Illnesses 

5. Fifth group- Sustainable Farming 

6. Group six-Organic Menus 

■The following will guide the writing of the outline paper.  

1. Name of service learning organization or company research? Create a group 

contract. 

2. How is hunger related? What major problems they are facing to combat hunger 

3. Each student will present a part of the Motivated Sequence Design! 

Attention 

Problem Step 

Solution Step 

Visualization Step 

Action Step 

Please see my PowerPoint 

■ Three major creative activities is a MUST for this formal project 

■Articulate Learning-How can this experience be connected to Miami Dade Colleges 

Ten Learning Outcomes?  What did the group gain from this experience? What 

actions should society take to help end hunger? Define what the Ten Learning 

Outcomes represent. Use two to four outcomes and explain, make clear connections to 

your group project. Think critically! 

 

■Each group will present their information with style, eloquence, and creativity. 

 

■All groups must have PowerPoint presentations incorporating images of their Zero    

Hunger group project and pictures proving actions taken! 

 

 

 



 

 

 


